Quotation Notice

OPTO/P-20/2015-16

Quotations are invited for the following item in the Department of Optoelectronics, University of Kerala, Kariavattom, Thiruvananthapuram

Pockel effect apparatus

- Optical Rail
- Kinematic Laser Mount
- Polarizer Rotator with Mount
- Polarizer with Precision Rotation
- Detector Mount with X- Translation
- Pockel Cell with Mount
- Electro-Optic Crystal
- Switched Mode Power Supply
- Diode Laser with Power supply (Red)
- Detector Output Measurement Unit

The firms who wish to supply the items are requested to submit the quotation in sealed cover to the undersigned on or before 20.02.2016.
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Professor & Head

PROFESSOR & HEAD
Department of Optoelectronics
University of Kerala, Kariavattom
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 581